
sites have raced to convert their video files from Flash to a 
different computing standard. And Netflix, the popular mov-
ies and TV subscription service, is expected to release a free 
streaming app for subscribers on Saturday, the day the device 
goes on sale, according to a person briefed on the plans.

But users shouldn’t expect the iPad to simulate a laptop or 
desktop computer’s full range of professional video options. 
The Web site for the CBS network, for instance, will stream 
only one TV show, “Survivor,” on the iPad on Saturday, even 
though the site streams many other shows online in Flash 
form. CBS says other TV shows will be made available for 
iPad viewing later.

The hurdles are partly technical, primarily involving the 
conversion from Flash. But there are business reasons for 
the restrictions, as well. Some media companies want to 
encourage people to pay for television episodes and films 
through Apple’s iTunes store rather than streaming them 
free through the Web browser.

Last week NBC executives showed mock-ups for an iPad-
optimized version of its mobile Web site and indicated that 
full-episode streaming of shows like “The Office” would be 
possible by the end of April. The network already streams 
shows to the iPhone and other cellphones. But the network 
decided in recent days to prohibit iPad viewing of full epi-
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sodes at this time, according to an NBC official who was not 
given permission to comment and thus spoke anonymously.

The Walt disney Company, which counts Steven P. Jobs, 
Apple’s chief executive, as its largest individual sharehold-
er, appears to be embracing the iPad more fully than its TV 
counterparts. The ABC app will stream about 20 series free, 
and will link to the iTunes store for paid downloads. disney 
will release seven other apps for the device.No Fox shows will 
be accessible via the Web when the iPad goes on sale, but a 
spokeswoman said the network would “continue to evaluate 
the platform.”

Many Web sites have raced to convert their video files 
from Flash, a different computing standard. And Netflix, 
the popular movies and TV subscription service, is expected 
to release a free streaming app for subscribers on Saturday, 
the day the device goes on sale, according to a person briefed 
on the plans.

But users shouldn’t expect the iPad to simulate a laptop or 
desktop computer’s full range of professional video options. 
The Web site for the CBS network, for instance, will stream 
only one TV show, “Survivor,” on the iPad on Saturday, even 
though the site streams many other shows online in Flash 
form. CBS says other TV shows will be made available for 
iPad viewing later.

The hurdles are partly technical, primarily involving the 
conversion from Flash. But there are business reasons for 
the restrictions, as well. Some media companies want to 
encourage people to pay for television episodes and films 
through Apple’s iTunes store rather than streaming them 
free through the Web browser.

Last week NBC executives showed mock-ups for an iPad-
optimized version of its mobile Web site and indicated that 
full-episode streaming of shows like “The Office” would be 
possible by the end of April. The network already streams 
shows to the iPhone and other cellphones. But the network 
decided in recent days to prohibit iPad viewing of full epi-
sodes at this time, according to an NBC official who was not 
given permission to comment and thus spoke anonymously.

The Walt disney Company, which counts Steven P. Jobs, 
Apple’s chief executive, as its largest individual sharehold-
er, appears to be embracing the iPad more fully than its TV 
counterparts. The ABC app will stream about 20 series  , and 
will link to the iTunes store for paid downloads. disney will 
release seven other apps for the device.

No Fox shows will be accessible via the Web when the iPad 
goes on sale, but a spokeswoman said the network would “con-
tinue to evaluate the platform.” Many Web sites have raced to 
convert their video files from Flash to HTML5, a different 
computing standard. And Netflix, the popular movies and 
TV subscription is expected to release a free streaming app 
for subscribers on Saturday, the day the device goes on sale, 
according to a person briefed on the plans.

But users shouldn’t expect the iPad to simulate a laptop or 
desktop computer’s full range of professional video options. 
The Web site for the CBS network, for instance, will stream 
only one TV show, “Survivor,” on the iPad on Saturday, even 
though the site streams many other shows online in Flash 
form. CBS says other TV shows will be made available for 
iPad viewing later. The hurdles are partly technical, primarily 
involving the conversion from Flash. But there are business 
reasons for the restrictions, as well. Some media companies 
want to encourage people to pay for television episodes and 
films through Apple’s iTunes store rather than streaming 
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spd spots competition 2010 
payment form
single spot / number of entries  ________________________  x $ 25 = $ _________

series of  spots / number of entries ____________________  x $ 35 = $ _________

payment method (circle one):     check     amex     mastercard     visa

name on card ________________________________________________________

account number ______________________________________________________

expiration date _______________________________________________________

signature ____________________________________________________________

Make checks payable to SPD  

SPD Tax ID#: 23 7392480

spd spots competition  
2010 entry form
Category  (circle one)       A      B

  

april 30th

illustrator _________________________________________

illustrator’s telephone ________________________________

illustrator’s e-mail __________________________________

illustrator’s url ____________________________________

illustrator’s rep  ___________________________________

title of entry _____________________________________

publication ______________________________________ 

art director ______________________________________

art director’s telephone _____________________________

art director’s e-mail ______________________________

date of publication ________________________________

* photocopy one entry form  
for each entry, and tape securely  

to the back of each entry.  
please print information clearly.

entrant name _____________________________________ 

address _________________________________________ 

city / state / zip ____________________________________ 

telephone _______________________________________ 

e-mail __________________________________________

entrant’s signature ________________________________



the judges

Gail anderson
Creative Director, Design, Spot Co.

Ken delaGo
Design Director,  
Golf Digest

John Gall
Randomhouse

Kory Kennedy 
Art Director, Runner’s World

aviva Michaelov
Art Director,  
Op-Ed; New York Times

yuKo shiMuzu
Illustrator,  
Educator sva

sarah viñas
Managing Art Director; 
Glamour

robert ziMMerMan
drawger.com  
and illoz.com 

spot competition  
chairperson

Matthew lenninG
Design Director,  
bon appétit 

spd spots  
competition  
2010
illustration is changing, showing up in 
unexpected ways, blurring borders, reinventing 
itself as a medium for bold expression in the digital 
age. Tightening budgets are breeding creative 
solutions. Online publishing initially brought a 
stifling proliferation of photographic syndication, 
stock imagery, sameness. Now illustrators are 
moving to the forefront, providing the character 
and dynamism needed to stand out in a crowd of 
predictability.

And they’re doing it with SPOTS. The static 
full-page illustration is no longer the standard of 
excellence. In both printed and digital publications, 
the most exciting illustration is weaving its way 
into the fabric of the story, dancing with the written 
word, making trends tangible, telling deeper truths, 
communicating identities, and often wresting the 
spotlight for itself. 

Communities are forming around these images 
and their makers, and new models are emerging. 
The illustrator as publisher is becoming a reality. 

SPD is the only organization to honor this 
exciting, evolving artform with its annual Spots 
Competition, a part of our mission to promote the 
best in publication design. Commissioned work by 
publications of any form is awarded, and beginning 
this year, we honor UNcommissioned work, pieces 
published only by you, the illustrator.

eligibility
any editorial spot appearing in a periodical 
(print or online) or annual report with a 
publication date of 2009 (if it isn’t 2009, we won’t 
take it).
A spot is defined as a published illustration—color 
or black & white  
in any medium—that is no larger  
than 5” x 6” or 30 square inches.  
Spots published in advertisements  
or books are not eligible.

cateGories

a. single spot
b. series of spots

entry instructions
spots must be submitted as a printed 
tearsheet, or as a color copy of the original 
tearsheet from the magazine. This allows the spot 
to be judged in the context of its editorial material. 
(If other illustrations that should not be judged 
appear on the same page, cross them out.)

Attach a photocopy of the entry form to the 
back of each tear sheet. You may enter as many 
spots as you wish. For the series category, staple 
the tearsheets together in the upper left-hand 
corner and attach the entry form to the back of the 
last tear sheet.

We’re sorry, but tearsheets cannot be returned; 
if necessary, please make a high-quality color copy 
of the tearsheet you would like to enter, and send 
that instead.

 

fees
$25 single spot
$35 series of spots

enter five or more spots and get  
a sixth spot entry for free!  
(One freebie only, though, no matter how many 
total spots you enter.)

Send one payment (with check or  
credit card information) to cover  
the total number of entries.  
Send tearsheets, entry forms, payment, and 
payment form to:

sPd sPots
the society of publication designers
27 union square west, suite 207
new york ny 10003

Questions?
Call us at 212.223.3332  
or e-mail us at mail@spd.org


